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Related Collections: David Starnes "Earth Days", David Starnes "Original Skins", Poetry
ABOUT THE COLLECTION
Biographical History: David Starnes was a professor and writer at Georgia Southern. He
lived from 1943-2007. He obtained his degrees from GSU and Armstrong College. He
authored novels and books of his own poetry. Additionally, he did art for plays and for his
own purposes. David Starnes now has a scholarship in the Writing and LInguistics
department at Georgia Southern University.
Scope and Content: This collection consists of poetry, art, and written novels by David
Starnes from the 1960s-1990s. There is also a large section of information regarding the
passing and funeral of David Starnes in 2007.












Poetry 1962 1 1
Pa’s Poems 1 2
Meanders and Poems 1 3
Poems 1968; Poems from Red Folder 1 4
Poems 1969-1973 1 5
Uncompleted Poems 1 6
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Poetry 1960-1963 1 7
Pages from the “Elspaam Folder” 1 8
A Written Tale 1 9
Letters and Poetry 1 10
Poetry 1 11
Other Poems and “The Year in Pictures” 1 12
Master Copy “Earth Days” 1 13
“The Acorn and The Oak” 1 14
Part Two collection of Poems 1 15
Notebook 1962-1963 1 loose







David’s Other Writings 2 1
Other Writings (2) 2 2
Work from 1968 2 3
“La Pajarita” 2 4
“La Pajarita” edited 2 5
“La Pajarita” and Letter 2 6





College Papers and Travel Log 3 1
College Transcripts 3 2
GSU and Armstrong State College Diplomas 3 3
Canada Travel Log 3 4
Pictures Of David 3 5
Newspaper Theatre Review 3 6
David Grade School Papers 3 7
Letter and “The Celestine Prophecy” 3 8
Partial Written Work 3 9
“My Composites” 3 10
Collection Of Poetry 3 11
Poetry 1964-67 3 12
Art by David Starnes and other Documents 3 13
Art by David 3 14
Art by David (2) 3 15







Copies of Documents and Poems to David 4 1
Letters to a recently Passed David 4 2
Obituary/Funeral Docs/Memorial info 4 3
Tributes 4 4
Articles Regarding David’s Death 4 5
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Newspaper Clippings and Articles 4 6






Green Folder of Art 5 loose
Large Scrapbook of Art 5 loose
5 Loose Large Sketches 5 loose
9 Oversized Paintings and Sketches 5 loose
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